
Growing up fast and furious:
Conference report 
This important and timely confer-
ence was presented by ACCM and 
the Children and Families Research  
Centre, Macquarie University on Fri-
day 19 March 2010 at the NSW Teachers  
Federation Conference Centre in Surrey  
Hills, NSW. It was very positively received 
by those who attended.

The conference featured three of the most 
highly respected international researchers 
reviewing the evidence on media violence: 

Professor. L. Rowell  
Huesmann (long term impacts  
of violent media)
Professor Ed 
Donnerstein  
(Internet violence and 
cyber-bullying)
Distinguished Research  
Professor Craig  
Anderson (violent 
video games)

They were joined by four 
Australians: 

Professor Louise New-
man (sexualisation of 
children)
Dr Wayne Warburton 
(violent music videos)
Dr Cordelia Fine (children’s  
understanding of advertising)
Professor Elizabeth Handsley (the role 
of regulation and classification). 

A wide cross-section of children’s  
professionals, community groups, indus-
try representatives, parliamentarians,  
academics and regulators were there to 
hear these speakers. The 180 attendees 
came from all states of Australia, New  
Zealand and South Africa. 

The conference was opened by Minister 
for Home Affairs, Brendan O’Connor who 
made reference in his speech to the cur-
rent R18+ for games debate. In his view, 
the burden of proof for  change to le-
galising R18+ games rests on those who  
want the change.
 

The conference was chaired by Professor  
Alan Hayes, Director of the  
Australian Institute for Family Studies in  
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the morning and by Richard Aedy,  
presenter of ABC Radio National Life  
Matters, in the afternoon. Professor  
Hayes also delivered the closing summary.

Some papers and presentations have 
been made available in PDF format and 
can be found on the ACCM website.  
Others will be put up as they are received.  
Abstracts of all presentations are also  
available.

http://www.youngmedia.org.au/media-
children/01_17_sydney_conference.htm
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From left: Dr Wayne Warburton, Professor Elizabeth Handsley, the Hon. Brendan 
O’Connor, Minister for Home Affairs, Professor Ed Donnerstein, Professor L. 
Rowell Huesmann, Professor Craig Anderson and Barbara Biggins, CEO of 
ACCM. pictured at the Sydney conference.

 
Bratz, Britney and Bralettes: The sexualisation of childhood

 
7:30 pm to 9.45pm, Thursday 13 May 2010 

Helen Reid Hall, Walford Anglican School for Girls Inc 
316 Unley Road, Hyde Park, SA 5061 

From tiny tots to late teens, girls are being preyed on, and damaged, by sexualisation 
and media messages about weight, looks, clothes and behaviour. The messages they 
are getting are wrong. The harm is real, and not just to girls. 
 

Come and hear some of Australia’s best speakers on this issue. 

Michael Carr-Gregg, well known author and psychologist 
Julie Gale, founding Director of Kids Free 2B Kids
Rita Princi, child psychologist
Professor Elizabeth Handsley, Law, Flinders University
Anglican Archbishop Dr. Jeffrey Driver 

Tickets $27.50 

http://www.youngmedia.org.au/mediachildren/03_15_seminars.htm
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CONFERENCE REPORT

ADELAIDE SEMINAR -  
BRATZ, BRITNEY & BRALETTES

WA MPs SPEAK OUT 
 

CLASSIFICATION  BOARD WARNS 
PARENTS

EDITORIAL: WHY LEGALISING R18+ 
GAMES WILL NOT PROTECT CHILDREN

WA MPs and MLCs oppose R18+
 

Thirteen members of the of the WA Parliament 
(mostly Liberals, but including Labor and 
National members) have written to the WA 
Attorney General opposing the legalisation 
of R18+ computer games.  They also made 
a submission to the recent Classification 
inqury on this matter.  Their submission is 
reproduced here with permission of Michael 
Sutherland MLA,  one of the coordinators of 
the submission.
  

Introductory Remarks. 
The civility of our society is adversely 
affected when violence and explicit sexual 
content pervade our communications 
media and entertainment industry. 
Violence and explicit sexual content in 
computer and video games raise particular 
concerns due to the interactive nature of 
these games. The proposal to introduce 
an R18+ classification for computer games 
has already been rejected repeatedly by 
the Standing Committee of Censorship 
Ministers because of these concerns. We are 
dismayed to find that the Commonwealth 
Attorney-General is unilaterally pursuing 
this proposal by issuing a consultation 
paper. As legislators responsible for the 
peace, order and good government of the 

....................continued on P2
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Why legalising R18+ games will not protect 
children
There are many in the community who 
mistakenly believe that the introduction of an 
R18+ classification for computer games will 
provide greater protection for children.  

It will not. This is because
Legalising R18+ level games will add into 
the retail system, games with more extreme 
levels of violence, and higher level sexual 
and drug taking activity than presently 
available in the retail system
Games which are currently deemed to 
meet the MA15+ criteria will remain in that 
category    

From our reading of the many views expressed 
in support of legalising R18+ level games, it 
is evident that many support this supposed 
“protection” because 

they think that many games in the MA15+ 
category contain too high a level of 
violence. 
they believe that if an R18+ category is 
introduced, these games will somehow be 
moved across into this R18+ category
they believe that the current system is 
inconsistent and confusing
they believe that an R18+ classification is 
more recognisable to parents as containing 
material that is unsuitable for their children 
and adolescents 

 These reasons are not valid because: 
The games that are now in the MA15+ 
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category are there because 
they have been judged to meet 
the MA15+ criteria. There is 
no proposal to change these 
criteria 
No change is likely to the 
classification of any game now 
classified MA15+, unless there 
were an application for review.  
This is an expensive process, and given the 
time lapse could probably be undertaken 
only by an Attorney-General
Because there is no proposal that the criteria 
for MA15+ will be reviewed, future material 
of the same level of impact will continue to 
be classified at that level 
The introduction of another level of legal 
classification would not make the system 
any more consistent, or less confusing. If 
anything it would only complicate matters 
further
There is no proof that people understand 
R18+ any better than MA15+ . But, if MA15+ 
is not well understood, then a community 
education campaign could help parents 
and others understand its meaning -  that 
material classified MA15+ is unsuitable for 
those under 15yrs.   

In brief, the only impact that the legalisation 
of R18+ games would have is to introduce 
more violence, and stronger violence, into the 
Australian market. It would not help parents and 
it would not solve any existing problems, real or 
imagined, with the current system.
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EDITORIAL

Barbara Biggins  
OAM
Hon CEO

people of Western Australia we are conscious 
of the impact that the ready availability of 
R18+ computer games could have on Western 
Australians, including children and adolescents. 
We urge all ministers responsible for censorship 
matters – Commonwealth, State and Territory 
– to abandon any further consideration of the 
proposal for an R18+ classification for computer 
games and to re-affirm the wisdom of the national 
classification scheme in limiting computer games 
to no higher than the MA15+ classification.
 

Impact Of Violence.
 We note that the Guidelines for the Classification 
of Films and Computer Games allow for violence 
in the MA15+ classification that is considered to 
have an impact “no higher than strong”. The 
R18+ classification allows for violence which is 
considered to have a “high impact”. 

Research evidence appears to support the 
view that exposure to violence in computer 
or video games has both immediate and 
long-lasting effects on aggressive behaviour, 
aggressive cognition, and aggressive affect.(  
Allowing computer games that would warrant 
a classification of R18+ because they contain 
violence that is considered to be of “high impact” 
would therefore seem likely to contribute to an 
increase in violence in our community. Indeed 
leading researchers in this field have reported 

recently that “the long term effect of video game 
violence on later aggression and violence is larger than 
most known risk factors for adolescent violence, such 
as abusive parents, poverty, and antisocial parents”. 

Engaging In Violence
Researchers have also identified reasons for 
considering that the violent content in computer 
games is likely to have more profound effects 
on players than the violent content in films and 
television programs has on viewers: 

in computer games the player often identifies 
with the aggressor; 
the player actively rehearses the whole 
sequence of aggression; and 
the proportion of the game devoted to 
violence is higher than for most films.

This research lends support to the commonsense 
approach adopted by the national classification 
scheme of limiting the highest classification for 
computer games to MA15+ while allowing an 
R18+ classification for films. 

Recommendation 
The proposal to give further consideration to 
the introduction of an R18+ classification for 
computer games should be abandoned and the 
wisdom of the national classification scheme in 
limiting computer games to no higher than the 
MA15+ classification be re-affirmed.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

ADVERTISING
Pechmann, C & Wang, L (2010)
Effects of indirectly and directly 
competing reference group messages 
and persuasion knowledge: 
Implications for educational 
placements.
Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. 47, No. 1 
 
COMPUTERS & INTERNET
Mikami, AY; et al (2010)
Adolescent peer relationships and 
behavior problems predict young 
adults’ communication on social 
networking websites.
Developmental Psychology, Vol. 46, No. 1, 
Pp46-56

Suris, JC; et al (2010)
Chronically connected? Internet use 
among adolescents with chronic 
conditions.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 46, No. 2, 
Pp200-202

Lin, CH; et al (2010)
The effects of parental monitoring 
and leisure boredom on adolescents’ 
Internet addiction.
Adolescence, Vol. 44, No. 176, Pp993-1004

Olagunju, AO; et al (2010)
Harmonizing the interests of 
free speech, obscenity, and child 
pornography in cyberspace: The new 
roles of parents, technology, and 
legislation for Internet safety.
The Scientific World Journal, Vol. 9, Pp1260-
1272

van den Eijnden, RJJM; et al (2010)
Compulsive Internet use among 
adolescents: Biodirectional parent-child 
relationships.
Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology, Vol. 
38, No. 1, Pp77-89

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Tongren, JE; et al (2010)
Injury-prevention practices as depicted 
in G- and PG-rated movies, 2003-2007.
Pediatrics, Vol. 125, No. 2, Pp295-303

Anderson, SE; Whitaker, RC (2010)
Household routines and obesity in US 
preschool-aged children.
Pediatrics, doi:10.1542/peds.2009-0417

Peneau, S; et al (2009)
Influence of environmental factors on 
food intake and choice of beverage 
during meals in teenagers: A laboratory 
study.
British Journal of Nutrition, Vol. 102, No.12, 
Pp1854-1859

Hoffner, C (2010)
Affective responses and exposure to 
frightening films: The role of empathy 
and different types of content.
Communication Research Reports, Vol. 26, 
No. 4, Pp285-296

He, MZ; et al (2010)
Screen-related sedentary behaviors: 
Children’s and parents’ atititudes, 
motivations, and practices.
Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior, 
Vol. 42, No. 1, Pp17-25

Primack, BA; et al (2010)
Exposure to cannabis in popular music 
and cannabis use among adolescents.
Addiction, Vol. 105, No. 3, Pp515-523

Markey, CN & Markey, PM (2010)
A correlational and experimental 
examination of reality television 
viewing and interest in cosmetic 
surgery.
Body Image, Vol. 7, No. 2, Pp165-171

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Martikainen, T (2010)
Locators in cyberspace: Adolescents and 
religion in a modern media society.
TEMENOS, Vol. 45, No. 1, Pp131-133

The Collaborative for Academic, Social, 
and Emotional Learning (CASEL) (2009)
Social and emotional learning and 
bullying prevention.
http://www.casel.org

Santo, R; et al (2010)
Meeting of minds: Cross=generational 
dialogue on the ethics of digital life.
www.commonsensemedia.org

Lenhart, A (2009)
Teens and sexting.
www.pewinternet.org

MEDIA EFFECTS- PSYCHOLOGICAL
Courage, ML; et al (2010)
When the televsion is on: The impact 
of infant-directed video on 6- and 18-
month-olds’ attention during toy play 
and on parent-infant interaction.
Infant Behavior and Development, Vol. 33, 
No. 2, Pp176-188

Sharif, I; et al (2010)
Effect of visual media use on school 
performance: A prospective study.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 46, No. 1, 
Pp52-61

VIDEO GAMES
Paraskeva, F; et al (2010)
Multiplayer online games as 
educational tools: Facing new 
challenges in learning.
Computers & Education, Vol. 54, No. 2, 
Pp498-505

Yao, MZ; Mahood, C; Linz, D (2010)
Sexual priming. gender stereotyping, 
and likelihood to sexually harass: 
Examining the cognitive effects of 
playing a sexually-explicit video game.
Sex Roles, Vol. 62, No. 1-2, Pp77-88

Padilla-Walker, LM; et al (2010)
More than just a game: Video game 
and Internet use during emerging 
adulthood.
Journal of Youth and Adolescence, Vol 39, 
No. 2, Pp103-113

Bailey, K; et al (2010)
A negative association between 
video game experience and proactive 
cognitive control.
Psychophysiology, Vol. 47, No. 1, Pp34-42

Greitemeyer, T & Osswald, S (2010)
Effects of prosocial video games on 
prosocial behavior.
Journal of personality and Social Psychology, 
Vol. 98, No. 2, Pp211-221

Anderson, CA; et al (2010)
Violent video game effects on 
aggression, empathy, and prosocial 
behavior in Eastern and Western 
countries: A meta-analytic review.
Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 136, No. 2, 
Pp151-173
 Ferguson, CJ & Kilburn, J (2010)
Much ado about nothing: The 
misestimation and overinterpretation 
of violent video game effects in Eastern 
and Western nations: Comment on 
Anderson et al.
Pp174-178
Huesmann, LR (2010)
Nailing the coffin shut on doubts 
that violent video games stimulate 
aggression: comment on Anderson et al.
 Pp179-181 
Bushman, BJ; et al (2010)
Much ado about something: violent 
video game effects and a school of red 
herring: Reply to Ferguson and Kilburn.
Pp182-187
Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 136, No. 2 

Fischer, P; et al (2010)
Media violence and the self: The impact 
of personalized gaming characters in 
aggressive video games on aggressive 
behavior.
Journal of Experimental Social 
Psychology,Vol. 46, No. 1, Pp192-195

VIOLENCE
Ferguson, CJ & Kilburn, J (2010)
Violence in media: Research reply.
Journal of Pediatrics,Vol. 156, No. 1, Pp169-
170
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New slut page no joke
Parents and teachers should be aware of 
a new page on Facebook. On her website, 
Melinda Tankard Reist reports that al-
though the new “slut” page is only a few 
weeks old it has already gathered over a 
million members. 

“It is a site for anyone who wants to post pic-
tures of girls they have judged to be sluts.....

......Some girls appear in overtly sexual poses. 
Other images are of larger sized girls posted 
purely to be ridiculed. And they are. Condemned 
for being alive, though some men comment that 
despite their obvious hideousness, they could 
still manage to find some use for them. Some 
images are clearly posted for revenge. Often full 
names are used.....”

As Melinda Tankard Reist asks,
Since when did it become okay to hate women  
and girls so publicly and to judge them so  
mercilessly?
 

She suggests that the site facilitates cyber 
bullying, cyber stalking and harassment 
and puts girls and women in significant 
danger. 

http://melindatankardreist.com.au/

Heavy on spin; Light on nutrition
A new breed of sparkling fruit juices that 
contain more sugar than CocaCola have 
been labelled ‘Worst Offenders’ in a review 
of 40 popular drinks by Dr Rosemary Stan-
ton and Australian children’s health lobby 
group The Parents Jury.

Not only are fruit juices often high in  
kilojoules, but the sugar and food acids 
found in carbonated drinks can damage  
children’s teeth enamel and lead to den-
tal caries (cavities). Regular consumption 

of sweet drinks can displace water as the 
preferred beverage in a child’s diet which 
leads to extra energy intake, and possible 
weight gain. Children can also acquire a 
preference for sweet tastes, which can lead 
to unhealthy food and drink choices later 
in life. 

To combat misleading food and beverage 
marketing, The Parents Jury continues to 
lobby the federal government to imple-
ment a front-of-pack traffic light food la-
belling system that colour codes levels of 
fat, saturated fat, sugar and sodium on 
packaged foods, enabling consumers to 
make informed choices at a glance.

http: / /www.parents jury.org.au/tpj_
browse.asp?ContainerID=fddrinks

Classification board warns parents
 

Recent media releases from the 
Classification Board have warned parents 
to take classification guidelines on movies 
seriously. Warning about the violent 
and scary scenes in the PG rated Alice in 
Wonderland, Director Donald McDonald 
said “Some recent films have highlighted 
the importance of consumer advice 
as an integral part of the classification  
information provided......if parents and 
guardians are not fully aware of the 
consumer advice the Board has given they 
might inadvertently allow children to 
view material they would not otherwise 
choose.” 

A media release about the MA15+ rated  
film Kick-Ass warned that it  “contains 
violence, coarse language and sexual 
references that are all strong in 
impact”.......“As one of the main characters 
in this film is a 12 year old girl, parents 
may be mistaken in thinking this is a film 

suitable for children.  It is not suitable for 
persons under the age of 15 years.”

http://www.classification.gov.au/

WORLD NEWS

KIDS’ TV

A selection of children’s programs 
screened on TV during the period 

ABC 1
Waybuloo; Miffy and Friends; Curious 
George; Nanigugu; Penelope; Grandpa 
in my Pocket; The Mr Men ShowTelling 
Tales; Behind the News.
ABC 2
Finley the Fire Engine; Thomas and 
Friends; Connie the Cow; The Hoobs; 
The Magic Roundabout; The WotWots; 
Five Minutes More.
ABC 3
Dragon Booster; Skyland; Wolverine 
and the X-men; Gawayn; CJ the DJ; 
Jibber Jabber; Prank Patrol; The Twisted 
Whiskers Show; Old Tom.
SEVEN
Larry the Lawnmower; Kid Detectives; 
Kim Possible; The Emperor’s New 
School. 
NINE
Go, Diego! Go!; Kids’ WB; The Shak; 
Magical Tales.
TEN
Toasted TV; Scope; The Lost Children; 
Puzzle Play; Totally Wild.
NICKELODEON
Max and Ruby; Team Umizoomi; Fanboy 
and Chum Chum; ICarly; Big Time Rush; 
The Troop; Brain Surge; The Fairly 
Oddparents.
DISNEY CHANNEL
As the Bell Rings; Jonas; Wizards of 
Waverly Place; Phineas and Ferb.


